Dear Quanto-siasts,
After all the exciting news from our January newsletter, we would like to share
already now more exciting news and updates for the whole community.
In our last newsletter we announced our Waves to Binance Smart Chain migration
and respective swaps for all those of you holding already Quantocoin Tokens.
As there have been many questions about the actual migration process for your QTC
Tokens from the Waves to BSC on the TIMEX exchange, we have further below
detailed once again what has to be done from your side.
QuantoCoin Tokens are listed & Waves to BSC swap finalized!
While QTCt is freely available and tradeable for the public since January for now
only on TIMEX.IO exchange, the waiting for those of you holding QTC Tokens from
before the official listing is almost over as the whole swap has been finalized.
The migration is very easy. Please see explanation below, in our social media
releases next days and on the www.TimeX.io blogs.
In the meanwhile, we encourage you to make use of the still quite low early listing
price.
As a reminder from our last announcement: While we appreciated that the vast
majority of our community voted for a listing price of USDT 75 per QTCt 1, which
shows the great confidence in our amazing team and disrupting product, our
advisers strongly recommended, amid the early listing and the 60% crypto market
crash in December/January, to take it easy and start with a reasonable entry price
of USDT 0.5, which would avoid a sharp immediate sell off and cashing in of prior
contributors.

While the rest of the crypto market crashed the QTC had an increase in value of up
to 100%, currently being traded around USDT 0.9, up from USDT 0.5.

2021 QuantoCoins from LATOKEN to be refunded
Of course, we thought about all of you who had contributed through LATOKEN of
our QuantoCoin Tokens IEO in 2021. Amid the current situation we considered as
fair and reasonable to ask LATOKEN to REFUND ALL YOUR QUANTOCOIN
CONTRIBUTIONS made between January and December 2021. They just confirmed
acceptance of our request and will inform each one of you who participated in the
IEO about the process during the next few days.
Those of you who participated in the various IEO promotion rounds, please do send
us to ico@quantocoin.io respective proof of it and as well evidence that you paid for
the same amount for QTC tokens on TIMEX.IO.
Further exchanges listings in discussions
As we have been approached with questions for what kind of other exchanges we
are going to be listed, we are happy to confirm that we are indeed in discussions
with various exchanges. However, we must handle the listing processes with extra
care and diligence, since we are falling under extra strict KYC and AML rules. Being
a financial service provider, we are falling under the applicable laws and compliance
regulations of the various UK and European regulatory authorities.
We are very happy from that perspective with the Australian regulated TIMEX.IO
and before we will list anywhere else, the whole migration and swap process including the KYC/AML level 4 process - must be concluded for the whole QTC
blockchain through TIMEX exchange.
You may be surprised, but even exchanges like BINANCE will have to undergo our
very rigorous compliance approval process and it is BINANCE which still has to
prove itself in various European countries as being fully compliant with the
respective AML requirements. However, we are confident that in both directions
even with BINANCE a partnership will be possible soon.
In the meanwhile, we are preparing the listing on CoinMarketCap and later Coin
Gecko, which should be a process of a couple of weeks or even months, to be
followed in a short term by one to two well picked centralized and one to two
decentralized exchanges. The target for a full-fledged listing is after the GO LIVE of
QuantoPay, which is anticipated for the early Q2 2022.
Up from the moment of full integration of our blockchain and DeFi integrations into
QuantoPay we are expecting a great appreciation for our native Quantocoin Tokens
as part of the QuantoPay DeFi ecosystem.
So hurry and grab them now as long as they are on the early listing level!

Here are the important steps you have to
follow for a smooth QTC migration:
Please make sure that you have received all
your QTC Tokens on the WAVES.EXCHANGE.
There is a small final window of another
month you may either pay eventually for
your reservations made or to claim that you
paid but did not receive your QTCt for
whatever reason. In either case, please
provide sufficient evidence and contact
exclusively the following email address:
ico@quantocoin.io.
Please open your personal wallet/account on the TIMEX.IO exchange and register
yourself up to KYC Level 4. Please make sure that you are only registering for yourself
and read carefully, as always, our and TIMEX.IO terms and conditions. For the swap
instructions TIMEX.IO is explicitly as well referring to our Terms & Conditions with
respective links below:
•
•

https://timex.io/blog/timex-lists-quantocoin-qtc
https://quantocoin.io/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/QTC-TC-FIN-1.8.pdf

Please note that you are accepting the respective Terms & Conditions by using either
the TIMEX.io or QUANTOCOIN.io webpages and it does not require your explicit
consent to the same, otherwise, as always, you are not allowed to participate in the
swap or further trading.
The KYC/AML process may take up to two weeks, depending on the number of requests
and particular cases.
In the meanwhile, you shall start migrating your QTC Tokens from your wallet on the
WAVES.EXCHANGE to your newly registered WAVES TIMEX Exchange. In case you are
surprised, the amazing CHRONO.TECH and TIMEX teams have integrated for the ease
of your use WAVES on their exchange, which would be otherwise not so easy to
migrate, being an entirely different blockchain.
How to migrate your QTC to TIMEX has been nicely explained in one of the TIMEX.IO
blogs under https://timex.io/blog/how-to-swap-qtct-on-timex . In case of questions
please do reach out to their support team primarily, but in case of issues, you may ask
our team under info@quantocoin.io as well.

Once you have successfully passed the KYC/AML process together with most of all
other early contributors, the WAVES to BSC swap will be executed by the
CHRONO.TECH / TIMEX team. There will be a grace period of one to three months after
which the migration and swap will not be possible anymore as the old WAVES
Quantocoin Tokens will have to be all burned.
For the protection of the value of Quantocoin tokens certain initial contributors, those
holding in excess of QTCt 100,000, agreed to vesting periods of up to one year. These
periods have been strictly included into our new smart contracts. Hence, old and new
contributions into QTC will be protected against price manipulations and dumping by
some QTC whales.
All of you who acquire newly QTCs on TIMEX are not affected by the swap process.
Since January they may already freely trade QTC against USDT:
https://timex.io/private/trading/QTCUSDT
Finally, stay tuned on our upcoming staking offers and tokenomics in our updated
WHITE PAPER.
Keep an eye on our new www.QuantoPay.com webpage and our social media channels
in the coming days to stay up to date with the latest news and promotions.
London, Gibraltar, Prague, Cluj-Napoca 10th Feb 2022

